FREE Reservation Book & Wait List App Available from Systems Technology Group

Have more information at your fingertips without the need to interface to a point of sale system.
NCR Aloha Guest Pad is a simple, fast and easy-to-use wait list management and reservations solution for restaurants. The elegant interface provides restaurant operators a fun and intuitive way to replace pen and paper to manage guest wait times, personalize the guest experience by capturing special requests, and manage reservations.

Some Features:
- Custom keyboards enable fast data entry
- Seat or remove parties on the Wait List, or move them to a Hold List
- Take pictures of guests and easily identify them when it is time for seating
- Add or remove reservations for future dates
- Review operational statistics, such as wait quote performance and number of covers/parties per hour

FREE & Available Now on the Apple itunes store.
The Future Is Now!

NCR Mobile Pay

We’re excited to announce the arrival of NCR Mobile Pay, it’s not just “Pay At The Table” it’s so much more!

NCR Mobile Pay lets your customers gain control of their dining experience. They can ask for another round of drinks without having to wait for the server to return to the table again. They can mark their favorite menu items for their next visit, and have options to pay their check from their phone, through credit card or the security of using PayPal!

Oh yeah, it’s the future of dining.

How It Works

It begins with a mobile URL. Once a server has visited the table, a restaurant patron can use their mobile device to input a unique code into the specific web browser. NCR Mobile Pay then fetches the check detail of all ordered items.

Payment

With integration to Aloha POS, restaurant patrons have the ability to conveniently and securely process payments directly from their mobile phones.

Call STG Today!
1-800-821-9808

Mobile Pay

Enhancing the restaurant experience with mobility by allowing patrons to pay with their mobile phone.

Features

Pay from the Phone
Pay your check securely through your phone via credit card or PayPal.

Favorite
Selecting favorites and storing preferences is key for patrons and restaurants to know which items are preferred by each unique customer.

Ordering another
Ordering another item is easy. Once an item is selected and ordered again, a message is sent directly to the POS for server confirmation.

Item-level Feedback
Thumbs up or down item-level rating allows the restaurant to know which items are liked and disliked. Social sharing is enabled on thumbs up items only.

Email receipt
NCR Mobile Pay sends an automatic email of the receipt to the user as soon as the check is closed out.

By 2016, mobile payments are expected to grow to around $600 MILLION

1/3 of Americans have already used some form of mobile pay

Scan this QR Code
To See How It Works
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